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Who is Call2Recycle®?
Founded in 1994 to deal with EPA/Congress 
on Universal Waste

Operated by the industry-sponsored 
Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation 
(RBRC)

First and most successful product 
stewardship program in North America

First government-mandated program in North 
America (British Columbia/Ontario) 

Free to consumers, retailers and participants; 
100% funded by manufacturers

Over 55 Million Pounds of Batteries and Cell 
Phones Collected Since Inception



A “free” program now must “pay”
for batteries.

Doing good becomes 
demonstrating performance

Coaxing collections when 
retailers, consumers and other 
stewardship programs don’t have 
to cooperate.

Inserting contracts, standards, 
and criteria when handshakes, 
compliments and encouragement



Batteries only work to power other 
products – success depends on efforts 
to regulate / collect “host” product

“Host” products often cannot make 
covered material (batteries) available

Regulations on batteries based on host 
material (application) is not sufficiently 
definitive to run a program

Multiple brands, multiple programs, 
multiple fees, multiple reporting 
schemes, and multiple performance 
measures

2: Products in Products in Products



Are we saving the world or are we 
competing with multiple programs for 
market share, driving costs up?

Environmental stewardship must send 
clear and unambiguous messages to the 
public.  Who is good or bad?

Are secondary markets driving program 
decisions?

3: Dueling Channels



Heeding reasonable government 
responses to dangerous issues 
(bags/safety/documentation)

Are life cycle issues considered when 
demanding the collection and 
recycling of certain materials?

Lack of appreciation on whether it is a 
price the consumer will pay

4: Recycling at All Costs



5: Ignoring the Consumer

Performance is based on changing 
consumer behavior and not by 
producers / stewards investing 
money

Developing programs based on 
individual materials will, by definition, 
confuse rather enlighten consumer 
responsibility and behavior

Very immediate and high 
expectations of performance often 
are inconsistent with how quickly 
consumer behavior will change



6: Multi-Jurisdictional Issues



7: Performance Measures

“Collection” or “Recovery” Rates

Lack of relationship between “sold” and 
“recovered”

Hoarding

Fining / Penalizing

“Recycling Efficiency” from the EU has 
gained little traction



8: “Shared” Responsibilities

What are we requiring of consumers?

Who is obligated to take back?

What responsibilities do government / 
municipalities have?

How is this “shared”?



9: Who is the “Producer” / “Obligated Steward?”

Is it the manufacturer?

Is it the retailer?

Is it the assembler / wholesaler?

Is it the first importer?

Is it the brand owner?



10: The Fallacy of Product Redesign



Our Key Learnings:

• Be the answer early

• Create the agenda

• If mandated, be a program and not a business
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